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Abstract

Wikipedia articles are a widely used source of
training data for Natural Language Processing
(NLP) research, particularly as corpora for low-
resource languages like Arabic. However, it
is essential to understand the extent to which
these corpora reflect the representative contribu-
tions of native speakers, especially when many
entries in a given language are directly trans-
lated from other languages or automatically
generated through automated mechanisms. In
this paper, we study the performance implica-
tions of using inorganic corpora that are not
representative of native speakers and are gener-
ated through automated techniques such as bot
generation or automated template-based trans-
lation. The case of the Arabic Wikipedia edi-
tions gives a unique case study of this since the
Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia edition (ARY) is
small but representative, the Egyptian Arabic
Wikipedia edition (ARZ) is large but unrep-
resentative, and the Modern Standard Arabic
Wikipedia edition (AR) is both large and more
representative. We intrinsically evaluate the
performance of two main NLP upstream tasks,
namely word representation and language mod-
eling, using word analogy evaluations and fill-
mask evaluations using our two newly created
datasets: Arab States Analogy Dataset (ASAD)
and Masked Arab States Dataset (MASD). We
demonstrate that for good NLP performance,
we need both large and organic corpora; neither
alone is sufficient. We show that producing
large corpora through automated means can be
a counter-productive, producing models that
both perform worse and lack cultural richness
and meaningful representation of the Arabic
language and its native speakers.

1 Introduction

Natural Language Processing (NLP) plays a crucial
role in decision-making systems. For instance, it is
employed in resume parsers that assist in sorting
job candidates. NLP systems are typically designed

Figure 1: A sunburst visualization from our WIKIPEDIA
CORPORA META REPORT dashboard (discussed in
more detail in Appendix A) shows the percentage
of contributions of bots and humans in the Modern
Standard Arabic Wikipedia edition.

to analyze extensive collections of human text (cor-
pora) with the goal of deriving insights from human
behavior and generating recommendations on our
behalf (Wali et al., 2020). The normal, organic, and
representative corpora of human text produced by
native speakers (the main ingredients in NLP sys-
tems) convey many social concepts, including cul-
ture, heritage, and even historic biases (Bolukbasi
et al., 2016; Caliskan et al., 2017; Babaeianjelodar
et al., 2020; Cho et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2021).

One of the widely used human text corpora and
a common source of training data for NLP re-
search is Wikipedia articles (content pages), es-
pecially in languages other than English. In spe-
cific, Wikipedia articles are used to train many
Large Language Models (LLMs), such as ELMo
(Embeddings from Language Models), which has
been trained on the English Wikipedia and news
crawl data (Peters et al., 2018); BERT (Bidirec-
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tional Encoder Representations from Transformers)
has been trained on books with a crawl of English
Wikipedia (Devlin et al., 2018); GPT-3 (Generative
Pre-trained Transformer) has also been trained on
five large datasets including the English Wikipedia
(Brown et al., 2020); LaMDA (Language Model for
Dialogue Applications) and PaLM (Pathways Lan-
guage Model) were trained on a huge mixed dataset
that includes English Wikipedia articles (Thoppi-
lan et al., 2022; Chowdhery et al., 2022); and re-
cently, LLaMA (Large Language Model Meta AI)
was also pre-trained on the multilingual articles of
Wikipedia from June to August 2022, covering 20
languages with a percentage of 4.5% of its overall
training dataset size (Touvron et al., 2023).

Wikipedia corpora (editions) exist for over 300
of the over 7,000 languages spoken worldwide.
These corpora vary greatly in size and quality, yet
simply having a corpus of text in a certain language
does not mean that it is an organic corpus repre-
senting the culture of native speakers. While na-
tive speakers originally write some corpora, others
may be written by non-native speakers or translated
from other languages (Nisioi et al., 2016). Recent
research studied the Arabic Wikipedia editions:
Modern Standard Arabic (AR), Egyptian Arabic
(ARZ), and Moroccan Arabic (ARY), and found
that in the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia edition more
than one million articles have been shallowly trans-
lated from English using either direct or template-
based translation, all by a single registered user
(Alshahrani et al., 2022). Alshahrani et al. (2022)
argued that these shallowly translated articles do
not echo the complex structure of the Arabic lan-
guage and its dialects and do not express the views
of Arabic speakers. In another recent research,
Alshahrani et al. (2023) observed that the top ten
Wikipedia editions (based on the total number of ar-
ticles) are mostly bot-generated or auto-translated.
To mitigate this problem, they introduced an en-
hanced Wikipedia depth metric, DEPTH+, used as
a rough indicator for the Wikipedia corpora quality,
where they quantified and removed bot-generated
Wikipedia articles and bot-made edits on those ar-
ticles. Both works claimed that these practices
of automation and translation could negatively im-
pact the performance of NLP systems trained on
these corpora, but they did not provide any empiri-
cal studies to show to which extent these practices
could implicate the performance of specific NLP
tasks and systems, including those using LLMs.

In this paper, we aim to bridge this gap by study-
ing the performance implications of using such
unrepresentative, inorganic corpora (produced by
template-based translation or automatic bots cre-
ation/generation) by intrinsically evaluating two
main NLP upstream tasks: word representation and
language modeling, using word analogy and fill-
mask evaluations, respectively, to capture syntactic
and semantic relations between words. We pur-
posely choose these intrinsic evaluations over ex-
trinsic evaluations such as text classification or ma-
chine translation because many studies have shown
that extrinsic and intrinsic evaluations’ results are
not consistently correlated, and the performance
of NLP downstream tasks is always task-specific
and can be significantly influenced by fine-tuning
procedures (Faruqui et al., 2016; Schröder et al.,
2021; Cao et al., 2022). We believe that evaluating
NLP upstream tasks intrinsically will give us useful
insights into the quality of the Arabic Wikipedia
editions’ corpora and show how the quality of cor-
pora affects the performance of these NLP tasks.

We, in the following sections, discuss the prob-
lem of the unrepresentative corpora (§2), highlight
the experimental setup of our study (§3), present
the word representation and language modeling
evaluations (§4 and §5), discuss the results and the
limitations of our work (§6 and §7), provide a brief
conclusion and offer future research ideas (§8).

2 Problem of Unrepresentative Corpora

The Wikipedia corpora (articles) unsurprisingly are
not only used to train the large multilingual LLMs
such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), LLaMA (Tou-
vron et al., 2023), or even mGPT (multilingual
GPT) (Shliazhko et al., 2022), but also have been
used to train the majority of the Arabic LLMs, like
AraBERT (Antoun et al., 2020), AraGPT2 (An-
toun et al., 2021b), AraELECTRA (Antoun et al.,
2021a), ARBERT and MARBERT (Abdul-Mageed
et al., 2021), AraT5 (Nagoudi et al., 2022), Jais
and Jais-chat (Sengupta et al., 2023), and recently,
AceGPT (Huang et al., 2023). Therefore, there is a
need to study Wikipedia’s corpora representative-
ness, specifically in the Arabic Wikipedia editions,
and to define the unrepresentativeness in its corpora
as well. In this work, we generally define unrep-
resentative Wikipedia corpora as “any Wikipedia
articles (content pages) that have been created,
generated, or edited without human involvement or
supervision”, such as automatically created, gen-



erated, or edited Wikipedia articles using bots or
shallowly template-translated articles from other
highly resourced languages like English.

We study this problem from two perspectives:
template-translated corpora and bot-generated cor-
pora. For the template-translated corpora, Al-
shahrani et al. (2022) have studied the Arabic
Wikipedia editions and shown that more than one
million articles in the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia
have been directly translated using simple tem-
plates that lack rich content from the English lan-
guage with the help of the off-the-shelf translation
tools like Google Translate. These translation tools
generally perform well, but not perfectly, and have
several serious problems, such as gender bias, that
could adversely affect the translated content (Prates
et al., 2020; Ullmann and Saunders, 2021; Lopez-
Medel, 2021). For the bot-generated corpora, a few
recent research have shed light on the bots’ activ-
ities on the Wikipedia project and their possible
negative impacts on the quality of Wikipedia cor-
pora (Tsvetkova et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2019;
Alshahrani et al., 2023). The root problem with the
bots is that they can rapidly create Wikipedia arti-
cles (content pages) or edit the contents of those ar-
ticles without any humans in the loop (Adler et al.,
2008; Kang et al., 2021; Alshahrani et al., 2022).

WIKIPEDIA
TOTAL

ARTICLES

HUMAN
CREATED
ARTICLES

(%)

BOT
GENERATED
ARTICLES

(%)

Arabic (AR) 1,197,467 717,678
(59.93%)

479,789
(40.07%)

Egyptian (ARZ) 1,616,530 1,616,515
(99.99%)

15
(0.0001%)

Moroccan (ARY) 6,426 5,684
(88.45%)

742
(11.55%)

Table 1: Categorization of Arabic Wikipedia editions by
total articles, human-created articles, and bot-generated
articles. This does not include the inorganic template-
translated articles in the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia.1

In this paper, we quantify the bots’ activities
in all Wikipedia editions and study the Arabic
Wikipedia editions closely, specifically activities on
their articles. We find that nearly 40% of articles in
the Arabic Wikipedia edition are bot-generated (as
demonstrated in Figure 1), and nearly 12% of arti-
cles in the Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia edition are
bot-generated, as shown in Table 1. Surprisingly,
the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia edition has only 15

1Unlike the bots’ quantifications process, the quantification
of template-based translations is only specific to the Egyptian
Arabic edition. Wikipedia project does not track template-
based translation in its metadata as it does with bot generation.

bot-generated articles, even though it is heavily af-
fected by template-based translation activities (Al-
shahrani et al., 2022). We use Wikimedia XTools
API2 to identify Wikipedia articles’ authors and
exclude bot-generated articles from the Wikipedia
corpora. We also use Wikipedia’s “List Users” ser-
vice3 to retrieve the full list of bots in each Arabic
Wikipedia edition to help us disclose the articles
whose authors are in the bots list. We use the com-
plete Wikipedia dumps of each Arabic Wikipedia
edition, downloaded on the 1st of January 2023
(Wikimedia Foundation, 2023), process them using
Gensim Python library (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010),
and preprocess them using tr Linux/Unix utility
and CAMeLTools Python toolkit for Arabic NLP
(Obeid et al., 2020). We extract all the Wikipedia
articles from the three Arabic Wikipedia editions:
Arabic, Egyptian Arabic, and Moroccan Arabic,
and preprocess them slightly, removing the diacrit-
ical marks and the Latin letters and numbers; we
do not apply stemming, lemmatization, or heavy
text normalization on them to have organic texts
(corpora) as much as possible.

2.1 Impact of Template-based Translation

Throughout this paper, to explore the impact of
template-based translation, we compare the perfor-
mance of models trained on the Egyptian Arabic
Wikipedia edition’s corpora that are dominated by
shallow template-based translation (Baker, 2022;
Alshahrani et al., 2022) to models trained on the
Modern Standard Arabic and Moroccan Arabic
Wikipedia editions’ corpora, which are not.

2.2 Impact of Bot-based Generation

Similarly, throughout this paper, to explore the im-
pact of bot-based generation, we compare the per-
formance of models trained on Modern Standard
Arabic and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia editions’
corpora (with and without bot-generated articles).

3 Experimental Setup

In this work, we examine two key NLP upstream
tasks, namely word representation and language
modeling, using curated corpora of the Arabic
Wikipedia editions’ articles and intrinsically evalu-
ate them using two evaluation tasks on two newly
created datasets. We next describe the evaluation
tasks and our created datasets in more detail.

2XTools API: https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/XTools.
3https://{wiki_code}.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:ListUser.
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3.1 Evaluation Tasks

We use two evaluation tasks: word analogy and fill-
mask, to intrinsically evaluate the two main NLP
upstream tasks. In the following subsections, we
describe these evaluation tasks in more detail.

3.1.1 Word Analogy Task
The word analogy task was originally introduced
by Mikolov et al. (2013a), and the goal is to
find the missing word b? in the relation: a is to
a∗ as b is to b?, where b and b? are related by
the same direction as a and a∗. For example,
king:man∗::queen:woman?. Each analogy ques-
tion will be solved by calculating the target vector
b?, b? = b – a + a∗. We calculate the cosine simi-
larity between the target vector b? and the vector
representation of each word w in a given word em-
bedding vector V . We lastly get the most similar
word w to b?, following argmaxw∈V (sim(w, b – a
+ a∗)). If w = b? (the same word), we then assume
the given word embedding vector V has answered
the analogy question correctly.

We overcome the challenge of the Arabic words
having possible multiple variants by 1) extend-
ing the top K value (default K=1) to K={1, 5,
10} to search for the correct answer among the
returned list of most similar words and 2) intro-
ducing a generic search algorithm that takes the
word w and then searches for all its possible vari-
ants. We only consider looking into the variants of
Alefs { @


,


@ ,

�
@ , @}, Alef Maksura {ø , ø



}, and

Teh Marbuta { é� ,
�
é�}. For example, if the word

w is “ �
è

@QÓ@ / woman”, then the lookup list of w’s

variants is: { è @QÓ@ ,
�
è @QÓ@ , è


@QÓ@ ,

�
è

@QÓ@


}.

3.1.2 Fill-Mask Task
Masked language modeling involves masking some
words in a sentence and predicting which words
should replace those masked words. The valuable
feature of this evaluation task is that it gives us a sta-
tistical understanding of the corpora on which our
Masked Language Models (MLMs) are trained. We
evaluate our MLM models that have been trained
on the Arabic Wikipedia editions’ corpora using
our created datasets. We utilize the “fill-mask”
pipeline of the Hugging Face with our MLM mod-
els (Wolf et al., 2020; Hugging Face, 2023a).

We follow the same approaches, as addressed
in subsection 3.1.1, to beat the challenge of the
Arabic words having possible multiple variants by
extending the MLM top K value (default K=10)

to K={10, 50, 100} and using the previously intro-
duced generic search algorithm that takes the word
w and searches for all its possible variants.

3.2 Created Datasets

We collect 20 Arab states with their correspond-
ing capital cities, nationalities, currencies, and on
which continents they are located.4 We deliberately
select the Arab states because they are facts and
cannot change even in different Arabic dialects,
like Egyptian and Moroccan Arabic. We, in the
following subsections, describe these two created
datasets in more detail.

3.2.1 Arab States Analogy Dataset
We generate the Arab States Analogy Dataset
(ASAD), consisting of four sets: country-capital
set, country-currency set, country-nationality set,
and country-continent set. Each set has 380 word
analogies, and the total number of word analogies
in the ASAD dataset is 1520. Table 2 demonstrates
an example of each set, along with their English
translations.

ASAD SET WORD ANALOGY EXAMPLE

Country-Capital
H. Q

	
ªÖÏ @  AK. QË @ Qå�Ó

�
èQëA

�
®Ë @

Cairo Egypt Rabat Morocco

Country-Currency
ÑëPYË@ H. Q

	
ªÖÏ @ éJ


	
Jm.
Ì'@ Qå�Ó

Egypt Pound Morocco Dirham

Country-Nationality
ú


G
.
Q

	
ªÖÏ @ H. Q

	
ªÖÏ @ ø



Qå�ÖÏ @ Qå�Ó

Egypt Egyptian Morocco Moroccan

Country-Continent AJ

�
®K
Q

	
¯

@ H. Q

	
ªÖÏ @ AJ


�
®K
Q

	
¯

@ Qå�Ó

Egypt Africa Morocco Africa

Table 2: Word analogy examples from the Arab States
Analogy Dataset (ASAD) and their English translations.

3.2.2 Masked Arab States Dataset
We generate the Masked Arab States Dataset
(MASD), consisting of four categories: country-
capital prompts, country-currency prompts,
country-nationality prompts, and country-
continent prompts. Each prompts category has
40 masked prompts, and the total number of
masked prompts in the MASD dataset is 160. We
notice that some masked prompts could lead to
ambiguous masked prompts, which can be hard to
be answered by the MLMs, and to fix this issue,
we rephrase the ambiguous masked prompts, using

4We only drop two Arab states: the United Arab Emirates
( �

èYj
�
JÖÏ @

�
éJ
K. QªË@

�
H@PAÓB


@) and Comoros (QÒ

�
®Ë@ P 	Qk. ), because

they or their capital cities are written as open compound words
(two words), like Abu Dhabi (ú



æ
.

	
£ ñK.


@), which cannot be han-

dled directly by the word embedding models.



the same facts/information about the Arab states.
For example, the masked prompt “The pound is the
currency of <mask>.” is ambiguous because many
Arab states, including Egypt, Sudan, Lebanon,
and Syria, use the pound as their currency, and
our rephrase/disambiguation of this masked
prompt is “The currency of Egypt is the <mask>.”.
Additionally, we add the masked prompts answers
(masked words) of each masked prompt to the
MASD dataset for the sake of validation and future
evaluation. Table 3 shows an example of each
masked prompts category, their masked prompts
answers, and their English translations.

MASD CATEGORY MASKED PROMPTS EXAMPLE

Country-Capital
.<mask> �

éËðX
�
éÖÞ�A« ù



ë

�
èQëA

�
®Ë @

Cairo is the capital of<mask>.
* MASKED ANSWER: Qå�Ó Egypt

Country-Currency
.<mask> ù



ë Qå�Ó

�
éËðX

�
éÊÔ«

The currency of Egypt is the<mask>.
* MASKED ANSWER: éJ


	
Jm.
Ì'@ Pound

Country-Nationality
.<mask> I. ª

�
�Ë@ I. k


@ ð Qå�Ó

�
éËðX I. k


@

I love Egypt, and I love the<mask> people.
* MASKED ANSWER: ø



Qå�ÖÏ @ Egyptian

Country-Continent

.<mask> �
èPA

�
¯ ú




	
¯ Qå�Ó

�
éËðX ©

�
®
�
K

Egypt is located on the continent of<mask>.

* MASKED ANSWER: AJ

�
®K
Q

	
¯

@ Africa

Table 3: Masked prompts examples with their answers
from the Masked Arab States Dataset (MASD) and their
English translations.

4 Word Representation Evaluations

Word embeddings are a well-known word represen-
tation technique used by modern NLP systems as
their backbone. They encode syntactic and seman-
tic relations between words in a text and represent
them in a low-dimensional space.

4.1 Impact of Template-based Translation

In the following subsections, we evaluate the per-
formance of the word embedding models using the
word analogy task and our ASAD dataset. Recall
we compare the performance of models trained on
the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia edition’s corpora,
which are dominated by template-based translation,
to the performance of models trained on Modern
Standard Arabic and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia
editions’ corpora, which are not.

4.1.1 Word Embedding Models
We train five context-independent word embedding
models on each Arabic Wikipedia edition’s cor-
pora using three different word representation algo-
rithms: Word2Vec (continuous bag of words (cbow)

and skip-gram), fastText (cbow and skip-gram),
and GloVe (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Bojanowski
et al., 2017; Pennington et al., 2014). We set these
unified parameters of the three algorithms to these
values: {vector-size=300, epochs=20, window-
size=2, min-count=1, alpha=0.03}.

WIKIPEDIA ARTICLES WORDS SENTENCES
AR 1,197,467 258,676,800 1,088,502

ARZ 1,616,530 65,565,053 728,340
ARY 6,426 720,334 5,394

Table 4: General statistics of the Arabic Wikipedia
editions in terms of the total number of articles, total
number of words, and total number of sentences.

Table 4 shows the Arabic Wikipedia editions’
corpora statistics and confirms the findings of
Alshahrani et al. (2022) that Egyptian Arabic
Wikipedia has poor content pages, a side effect
of the template-based translation. Although it has
the largest number of articles among other Arabic
Wikipedia editions, this large number of articles
does not reflect the content richness when compar-
ing the total words and sentences with the Modern
Standard Arabic Wikipedia edition.

4.1.2 Results of Word Analogy Task
We evaluate our word embedding models trained
on the Arabic Wikipedia editions’ corpora using
our introduced ASAD dataset. In Table 5, we can
see that increasing the top K value and search-
ing for words’ variants improves the accuracy met-
ric greatly. We also observe that the overall per-
formance of the word embedding models varies,
where the word embedding models trained on the
Arabic Wikipedia edition’s corpora performs dra-
matically better despite having fewer articles than
the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia edition’s corpora,
which comes in second in terms of performance;
this contradicts the common assumption of “the
more articles a Wikipedia edition has, the better
the quality of its corpus”. The word embedding
models trained on the Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia
edition’s corpora performed the worst since they
have been trained on very small corpora (less than
6,500 articles). This illustrates our key observa-
tion that we need both large and organic corpora
for good NLP performance; neither alone is suffi-
cient. We further highlight the best and worst word
embedding models in Appendix B.

4.2 Impact of Bot-based Generation
We, in the following subsections, compare the per-
formance of word embedding models that have



WIKIPEDIA MODEL K=1 K=5 K=10

AR

Word2Vec-cbow 53.88% 74.47% 79.67%
Word2Vec-skipgram 53.82% 71.91% 76.64%

fastText-cbow 21.97% 34.67% 44.47%
fastText-skipgram 39.67% 57.17% 65.79%

GloVe 36.58% 50.53% 54.14%

ARZ

Word2Vec-cbow 13.88% 26.97% 33.09%
Word2Vec-skipgram 5.00% 9.08% 11.05%

fastText-cbow 10.13% 20.86% 28.09%
fastText-skipgram 11.64% 18.22% 22.37%

GloVe 0.53% 3.29% 5.20%

ARY

Word2Vec-cbow 1.91% 5.86% 8.22%
Word2Vec-skipgram 2.11% 4.01% 5.92%

fastText-cbow 1.71% 4.41% 6.38%
fastText-skipgram 3.68% 9.87% 14.61%

GloVe 0.13% 0.53% 0.66%

Table 5: Overall performance of each word embedding
model of the Arabic Wikipedia editions evaluated on all
the sets of our ASAD dataset.

been trained on Arabic and Moroccan Arabic cor-
pora (with and without bot-generated articles) us-
ing the word analogy task and our ASAD dataset.

4.2.1 Word Embedding Models
We train five context-independent word embedding
models on both Arabic Wikipedia and Moroccan
Arabic Wikipedia editions’ corpora (after exclud-
ing bot-generated articles)5 using three different
word representation algorithms: Word2Vec (cbow
and skip-gram), fastText (cbow and skip-gram),
and GloVe (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Bojanowski
et al., 2017; Pennington et al., 2014). We use the
same values for the unified parameters for the three
algorithms, as illustrated in subsection 4.1.1. In Ta-
ble 6, we highlight the Arabic Wikipedia and Mo-
roccan Arabic Wikipedia corpora statistics in terms
of the number of articles, words, and sentences
after all bot-generated articles are eliminated.

WIKIPEDIA ARTICLES WORDS SENTENCES
AR 717,678 250,378,412 847,387

ARY 5,684 694,756 4,673

Table 6: General statistics of the Arabic Wikipedia
and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia editions regarding the
number of articles, total words, and total sentences after
removing the bot-generated articles.

4.2.2 Results of Word Analogy Task
We evaluate our word embedding models that have
been trained on the Arabic Wikipedia and Moroc-
can Arabic Wikipedia editions’ corpora using our
introduced ASAD dataset. As highlighted in 4.1.2,
increasing the top K value and searching for words’
variants boosts the accuracy metric for the overall
performance of all word embedding models of the
Arabic and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia editions.
In Table 7, we compare the word embedding mod-
els trained on the Arabic Wikipedia corpora with

5We drop the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia due to having an
insignificant number of bot-generated articles, only 15 articles.

bot activities (bot-generated articles included) and
without bot activities (bot-generated articles ex-
cluded). We can see that most of the word embed-
ding models trained with no bot-generated articles
excel when K=1 and perform close to those trained
with bot-generated articles when K={5, 10}. Sur-
prisingly, the performance is generally the same or
at times, even better, even though we have removed
nearly 480K bot-generated articles (40% of total
articles). This result emphasizes our observation
that automated generation to increase the size of a
corpus can actually be a counter-productive to NLP
performance.

AR MODEL CORPORA K=1 K=5 K=10

Word2Vec-cbow With bots 53.88% 74.47% 79.67%
No bots 53.22% 74.47% 79.47%

Word2Vec-skipgram With bots 53.82% 71.91% 76.64%
No bots 54.47% 71.84% 75.92%

fastText-cbow With bots 21.97% 34.67% 44.47%
No bots 22.76% 34.34% 43.29%

fastText-skipgram With bots 39.67% 57.17% 65.79%
No bots 39.87% 56.64% 67.43%

GloVe With bots 36.58% 50.53% 54.14%
No bots 38.29% 52.11% 55.13%

Table 7: Overall performance of word embedding mod-
els of the Arabic Wikipedia edition evaluated on all the
sets of our ASAD dataset before and after removing
bot-generated articles.

ARY MODEL CORPORA K=1 K=5 K=10

Word2Vec-cbow With bots 1.91% 5.86% 8.22%
No bots 1.84% 4.54% 7.11%

Word2Vec-skipgram With bots 2.11% 4.01% 5.92%
No bots 2.11% 3.75% 5.53%

fastText-cbow With bots 1.71% 4.41% 6.38%
No bots 1.97% 4.41% 6.45%

fastText-skipgram With bots 3.68% 9.87% 14.61%
No bots 3.62% 9.54% 13.75%

GloVe With bots 0.13% 0.53% 0.66%
No bots 0.07% 0.26% 0.39%

Table 8: Overall performance of word embedding mod-
els of the Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia edition evaluated
on all the sets of our ASAD dataset before and after
removing bot-generated articles.

In Table 8, we also compare the performance
of the word embedding models trained on the Mo-
roccan Arabic Wikipedia corpora with bot activ-
ities (bot-generated articles included) and with-
out bot activities (bot-generated articles excluded).
We find that most of the word embedding mod-
els trained with bot-generated articles are gener-
ally better, except for the word embedding mod-
els produced by the fastText (cbow) that trained
on no bot-generated articles (1.97% and 6.45%
when K={1, 10}, respectively). We attribute these
poor results to the small size of the Moroccan Ara-
bic Wikipedia corpora, and eliminating the bot-
generated articles makes the corpora even smaller.
Once again, we say for good NLP performance,
both large and organic corpora are very important.



5 Language Modeling Evaluations

Language modeling is an NLP task that generally
predicts words in a sentence, and it is the heart
of most existing LLMs. Some of these powerful
LLMs, like BERT or RoBERTa, are usually trained
using two objectives: masked language modeling
and next sentence prediction (Devlin et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2019). In the following subsections, we
exploit the masked language modeling objective
in training Masked Language Models (MLMs) to
produce contextual word embeddings and evalu-
ate the performance of the MLM models trained
on the Arabic Wikipedia editions’ corpora using
our created masked prompts dataset. We evalu-
ate the quality of these MLM models using the
Pseudo-Perplexity metric; we detailedly describe
the evaluation process in Appendix C.

5.1 Impact of Template-based Translation

We, in the following subsections, evaluate the per-
formance of the masked language models using
the fill-mask task and our MASD dataset. Recall
we compare the performance of models trained on
the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia edition’s corpora,
which are dominated by template-based translation,
to the performance of models trained on Modern
Standard Arabic and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia
editions’ corpora, which are not.

5.1.1 Masked Language Models
We train three RoBERTaBASE models from
scratch on each Arabic Wikipedia edition’s cor-
pora (arRoBERTaBASE, arzRoBERTaBASE, and
aryRoBERTaBASE) with one modification on their
architectures. We set the number of hidden layers
to 6 instead of 12 for less computational overhead
and to make the MLM models twice as fast as the
RoBERTaBASE introduced by Liu et al. (2019).6

We also train three Byte-level Byte-Pair-Encoding
(BPE) tokenizers, one for each Arabic Wikipedia
edition’s corpora.7 The full list of hyperparameters
used to train our MLM models and tokenizers is
shown in Table 9. We further evaluate these newly
trained MLM models using the Pseudo-Perplexity
metric in Appendix C.1.

6This modified architecture of RoBERTaBASE is
called “DistilRoBERTaBASE” by the Hugging Face:
https://huggingface.co/distilroberta-base.

7We train our MLM models and their tokenizers us-
ing the Hugging Face Python libraries: Transformers and
Tokenizers (Wolf et al., 2020). We exclude the default hy-
perparameters of training arguments from Table 9.

ROBERTABASE MODEL BYTE-LEVEL BPE TOKENIZER
Hidden Layers: 6 Vocabulary Size: 52,000
Hidden Size: 768 Minimum Frequency: 2
Attention Heads: 12

Special Tokens:
• Start Token: <s>
• End Token: </s>
• Padding Token: <pad>
• Unknown Token: <unk>
•Masking Token: <mask>

Vocabulary Size: 52,000
Type Vocabulary Size: 1
Max Sequence Length: 514
Number of Epochs: 5
Learning Rate: 1e–4
Batch Size: {128, 256}
Adam E: 1e–6
Adam β1: 0.9
Adam β2: 0.98
Weight Decay: 0.01
Trainable Parameters: 83M

Table 9: Full list of hyperparameters of our Masked
Language Models (MLMs) and their tokenizers.

5.1.2 Results of Fill-Mask Task
We evaluate our MLM models that have been
trained on the Arabic Wikipedia editions’ corpora
using our introduced MASD dataset. We can see
in Table 10 that the performance of the Arabic
arRoBERTaBASE model is superior to the Egyp-
tian arzRoBERTaBASE model when K=10 (43.12%
and 8.12%, respectively). Even though the Ara-
bic Wikipedia edition has fewer articles than the
Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia edition, it performs bet-
ter and better represents the Arabic language. We
also observe that increasing the MLM top K value
could lead to an average improvement in the perfor-
mance of all MLM models, except the Moroccan
aryRoBERTaBASE model, which scores zero accu-
racies regardless of the increment of the K value;
this is understandable since it was trained on cor-
pora of less than 6,500 Wikipedia articles. Lastly,
we see a performance jump of nearly 10% of the
Egyptian arzRoBERTaBASE model when K={50,
100}, meaning the model is able to answer the
masked prompts, but the correlation between the
prompts and the answers is weak.

MLM MODEL K=10 K=50 K=100
arRoBERTaBASE 43.12% 45.00% 50.62%
arzRoBERTaBASE 8.12% 25.62% 35.00%
aryRoBERTaBASE 0.00% 0.00% 0.62%

Table 10: Performance of each masked language model
of the Arabic Wikipedia editions on all the categories
of MASD dataset.

5.2 Impact of Bot-based Generation

We, in the following subsections, compare the per-
formance of masked language models that have
been trained on Modern Standard Arabic Wikipedia
and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia editions’ corpora
(with and without bot-generated articles) using the
fill-mask task and our MASD dataset.

https://huggingface.co/distilroberta-base


5.2.1 Masked Language Models
We train two RoBERTaBASE models from scratch
on both Arabic Wikipedia and Moroccan Ara-
bic Wikipedia editions’ corpora after exclud-
ing bot-generated articles (arRoBERTaBASE and
aryRoBERTaBASE) and train two Byte-level Byte-
Pair-Encoding (BPE) tokenizers, one for each Ara-
bic Wikipedia edition’s corpora; we drop the Egyp-
tian Arabic Wikipedia for not having many bot-
generated articles (only 15 articles). We use the
same hyperparameters used to train our MLM mod-
els and tokenizers in subsection 5.1.1 and study
the same processed corpora for Arabic Wikipedia
and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia, as discussed in
Table 6, subsection 4.2.1. We further evaluate
these newly trained MLM models using the Pseudo-
Perplexity metric in Appendix C.2.

5.2.2 Results of Fill-Mask Task
We evaluate our MLM models that have been
trained on the Arabic Wikipedia and Moroccan
Arabic Wikipedia editions’ corpora (with and with-
out bot-generated articles) using our introduced
MASD dataset. As shown in Table 11, the MLM
models trained on the Arabic Wikipedia corpora
when bots’ activities are eliminated (bot-generated
articles) perform better than those trained on cor-
pora that include the bots’ activities, even though
this corpus is smaller in terms of the number of
articles than the corpora with bots. Interestingly,
the performance of all Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia
MLM models remains the same, even after being
trained on no-bots corpora, which have fewer arti-
cles than the bots corpora.

MLM MODEL CORPORA K=10 K=50 K=100

arRoBERTaBASE
With bots 43.12% 45.00% 50.62%
No bots 45.62% 51.25% 53.12%

aryRoBERTaBASE
With bots 0.00% 0.00% 0.62%
No bots 0.00% 0.00% 0.62%

Table 11: Overall performance of MLMs of the Arabic
Wikipedia and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia editions
evaluated on all the categories of MASD dataset before
and after removing the bot-generated articles.

6 Discussion

Recent research has shown that not all Wikipedia
editions (languages) are produced by native speak-
ers, and there are substantial activities of auto-
creation of articles (bot-generated articles) and
auto-translation of articles (template-translated ar-
ticles) in Wikipedia (Alshahrani et al., 2022, 2023).
In this work, we argue that this automatic trans-
lation of articles, specifically the template-based

translation on the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia edi-
tion, impacts the overall performance of the NLP
tasks due to having poor, limited, and unrepresen-
tative corpora. Table 4 confirms that this template-
based translation may enlarge the number of arti-
cles but cannot hide the true quality of a corpus.
The Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia edition might have
larger article numbers, but the truth is that these
articles have fewer words and sentences than the
Arabic Wikipedia edition. We find that all the
word embedding models and all the masked lan-
guage models that have been trained on each Ara-
bic Wikipedia edition follow the same pattern, that
is the models trained using the Arabic Wikipedia
edition’s corpora (which are widely believed to be
mostly produced organically by the Arabic native
speakers) perform better than the models trained
on the Egyptian Arabic and Moroccan Arabic edi-
tions’ corpora, as shown in Tables 5 and 10. We
also believe that when K=10 (the default value),
the masked language models usually show their
actual performance, and as displayed in Table 10,
it is obvious that the template-translated articles
badly impact the masked language model trained
on the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia corpora when
compared to the masked language model trained
on the Arabic Wikipedia corpora despite the fact
its corpora has nearly 480K articles more than the
Arabic Wikipedia corpora, as shown in Table 4. It
is evident that when masked language models are
trained on naturally produced corpora by native
speakers, they are more likely to have a better rep-
resentation of the syntactic and semantic relations
between words and a better understanding of the
language itself and its native speakers.

We further argue, in this work, that the automatic
creation and generation of articles, specifically the
bots’ creation and generation of articles on the Ara-
bic Wikipedia and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia edi-
tions, impacts the overall performance of the NLP
tasks due to having unnatural, inorganic, and unrep-
resentative corpora. Once again, Table 1 confirms
that this bots’ generation may enlarge the number
of total articles but cannot hide the true quality
of a corpus. Even though the Arabic Wikipedia
edition has a large number of articles (including
bot-generated articles), the truth is that these bot-
generated articles do not echo the complex struc-
ture of the Arabic language, do not reflect the cul-
tural richness of the Arabic native speakers, and do
not express the views of the Arabic native speakers.



We find that all the word embedding models that
have been trained on the Arabic Wikipedia and Mo-
roccan Arabic Wikipedia editions follow the same
pattern, which is the models trained using the Ara-
bic Wikipedia edition’s corpora after eliminating
the bot-generated articles, specifically when top
K=1, perform better than the models trained on
same corpora with bot-generated articles included,
and of course, better than all models trained on
the Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia edition’s corpora,
as shown in Tables 7 and 8. We believe when
K=1 (the default value), the word embedding mod-
els usually show their actual performance, and as
demonstrated in Table 7, it is obvious that the bot-
generated articles negatively affect those word em-
bedding models trained on them by widening the
distance between words in the embedding space
and that is why when we set K={5, 10}, those
same word embedding models excel. We also find
that all the masked language models trained on
Arabic Wikipedia corpora perform better when all
bot-generated articles are removed, indicating that,
once again, the bots’ creation or generation of arti-
cles negatively affects the masked language models,
as demonstrated in Table 11.

Lastly, in this work, we strongly emphasize two
points. First, we need both large and representative
corpora to train NLP tasks and systems efficiently;
neither alone is enough. The case of the Arabic
Wikipedia editions gives a unique case study of
this since the Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia edition
is small but representative, and the Egyptian Ara-
bic Wikipedia edition is large but unrepresenta-
tive. Second, removing many bot-generated articles
from the Arabic Wikipedia corpora, for example,
results in the same or even better performance. Due
to the rise of generative models and for effective
and safe training of NLP tasks and systems, we
recommend avoiding using translated or generated
corpora, especially when the goal is representation-
based tasks like capturing the opinions or identify-
ing the stances of Arabic native speakers.

7 Limitations

One limitation of our work is that while the three
Arabic Wikipedia editions provide a unique exam-
ple of our points, we cannot generalize the study
and the impact of inorganic corpora for all the
Wikipedia editions due to the lack of computational
power needed to train the word embedding models
and masked language models and due to the im-

practicality of creating or collecting factual datasets
for the more than 300 languages that exist today
on the Wikipedia project without using translation.
Unlike the bots’ quantifications process, the other
limitation of our work is that the quantification
of template-based translations is only specific to
the Egyptian Arabic edition since the Wikipedia
project does not track template-based translation in
its metadata as it does with bot generation.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we demonstrate that for good NLP
performance, we need both large and organic cor-
pora; neither alone is sufficient. We show that
producing large corpora through automated means
can be a counter-productive, producing models that
both perform worse and lack cultural richness and
meaningful representation of the Arabic language
and its native speakers. Specifically, we demon-
strate that training two key NLP upstream tasks,
namely word representation and language model-
ing, on inorganic and unrepresentative corpora neg-
atively impacts the performance of these NLP tasks.
We find that the performance of these two NLP
tasks is notably influenced by the way the train-
ing corpora are produced, where we observe that
all models that have been trained on the template-
translated corpora of the Egyptian Arabic edition
perform the worst when compared with the more
representative corpora like the Arabic Wikipedia
edition. We also observe that many models per-
form the same or better when bot-generated arti-
cles are removed. Specifically, models trained on
the Arabic Wikipedia edition (40% bot-generated
articles) and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia edition
(12% bot-generated articles) perform the same or
better when the bot-generated content is removed.
In future work, we plan to expand our study of us-
ing unrepresentative corpora to include the societal
implications (like gender bias and false representa-
tions) and security implications (like susceptibility
to adversarial robustness) and hope to build a multi-
level classification system to detect template-based
translation activities such as those seen in the Egyp-
tian Arabic Wikipedia edition.

Reproducibility

We share our code scripts, created datasets,
extracted corpora, and trained models on GitHub
at https://github.com/SaiedAlshahrani/
performance-implications.

https://github.com/SaiedAlshahrani/performance-implications
https://github.com/SaiedAlshahrani/performance-implications
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A Wikipedia Corpora Meta Report

We release the WIKIPEDIA CORPORA META RE-
PORT as an online metadata report (dashboard),
designed to shed light on how bots or humans gen-
erate or edit Wikipedia editions to provide the NLP
community with detailed information (metadata)
about each Wikipedia edition’s articles, enabling
them to make informed decisions regarding us-
ing these Wikipedia articles for training their NLP
tasks and systems. As demonstrated in Figure 2,
the dashboard interactively displays the metadata
of each Wikipedia edition using sunburst visualiza-
tion and provides users with the options to view the
metadata in a tabular format and to download the
displayed metadata as a CSV file. The dashboard
is open-sourced on GitHub with an MIT license
at https://github.com/SaiedAlshahrani/Wikipedia-
Corpora-Report and publicly hosted on Stream-
lit Community Cloud at https://wikipedia-corpora-
report.app. In the following subsections, we briefly
describe the system of the dashboard, outline its
architecture, and discuss its limitations.

A.1 System Description

The online WIKIPEDIA CORPORA META REPORT

dashboard illustrates how humans and bots gen-
erate or edit Wikipedia editions, and calculates
“pages” and “edits” metrics for all Wikipedia edi-
tions. The “pages” metric counts articles and non-
articles, while the “edits” metric tallies edits on
articles and non-articles, all categorized by con-
tributor type: humans or bots. The dashboard dy-
namically displays these statistics using a sunburst
visualization with three levels: metrics (pages or
edits), sub-metrics (articles or non-articles), and
contributors (bots or humans), showing numeric
values and parent relationships at each level. Plus,
the dashboard offers options to display metadata
in a table format and allows users to download
the metadata in CSV file format for their chosen
Wikipedia edition/language.
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Figure 2: A screenshot of the online WIKIPEDIA COR-
PORA META REPORT dashboard, displaying a meta-
data report of how Modern Standard Arabic Wikipedia
edition (AR) articles are generated and edited.

A.2 System Architecture

The WIKIPEDIA CORPORA META REPORT dash-
board comprises both front–end and back–end com-
ponents, each with distinct functionality. Figure 3
illustrates the dashboard’s architecture and work-
flow, emphasizing each component and its role.

A.2.1 Front–end Components

The front–end components of this dashboard serve
two specific functions: hosting the dashboard on-
line for free public access and storing the metadata
as a permanent Hugging Face dataset.

A.2.1.1 Streamlit Framework

We utilize the Streamlit Framework8 to design,
host, and deploy the dashboard on the free Stream-
lit Community Cloud9 service, making it publicly
accessible to everyone at https://wikipedia-corpora-
report.streamlit.app.

8Streamlit Framework: https://streamlit.io.
9Streamlit Community Cloud: https://streamlit.io/cloud.

A.2.1.2 Hugging Face Datasets
We use Hugging Face Datasets10 as our
database to store the processed metadata.
Simultaneously, the dashboard retrieves the
metadata dataset from the Hugging Face
Hub. The metadata dataset is available at
https://huggingface.co/SaiedAlshahrani/Wikipedia-
Corpora-Report.

A.2.2 Back–end Components
The back–end components of this dashboard serve
two specific functions: automatically updating the
metadata dataset and triggering the metadata up-
date procedure every 45 days.

A.2.2.1 Selenium WebDriver
We utilize the Selenium WebDriver11 to automate
the download of unprocessed metadata from the
Wikimedia Statistics12 service as CSV files. Then,
we process the metadata and upload the processed
metadata to the Hugging Face Hub as a dataset.

A.2.2.2 Unix/Linux Bash Daemons
We take advantage of the Streamlit Community
Cloud being built on Debian Linux. We have writ-
ten a Bash daemon that runs in the background and
initiates the metadata update procedures. The dae-
mon compares the original retrieval date from the
pulled dataset with the system’s current date, and
when the time difference between these two dates
exceeds 45 days, it triggers the update scripts.

A.3 System Limitations
The limitation of the WIKIPEDIA CORPORA META

REPORT is that we use the Wikimedia Statistics
service to quantify the contributions of bots and
humans to a specific Wikipedia edition. Yet, these
quantifications are calculated statistically, meaning
users cannot determine which Wikipedia articles
have been generated or edited by bots or humans.

B Best/Worst Word Embedding Models

We report that the Word2Vec (cbow) algorithm
achieves the best accuracy when trained on sub-
stantially large corpora, like the Arabic and the
Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia corpora (average accu-
racy: 69% and 25%, respectively), yet it does not
when the corpora are very small, like the Moroccan
Arabic Wikipedia corpora (average accuracy: 5%).

10Hugging Face Datasets: https://huggingface.co/datasets.
11Selenium WebDriver: https://selenium.dev/webdriver.
12Wikimedia Statistics service: https://stats.wikimedia.org.
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Figure 3: A diagram shows the WIKIPEDIA CORPORA META REPORT dashboard’s architecture and workflow.

We also report that the GloVe algorithm achieves
the lowest accuracy when trained on the Egyp-
tian Arabic and the Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia
corpora (average accuracy: 3% and 0.44%, re-
spectively), yet it does the opposite when trained
on corpora with lengthy articles, like the Arabic
Wikipedia corpora (average accuracy: 47%).

C Pseudo-Perplexity Evaluations

Perplexity (PPL) is a commonly used metric to
evaluate the performance of language models, yet
this PPL metric is mostly suitable for the clas-
sic/causal language models that predict the next
word in a sentence and not a well-defined metric
for the masked language models (Hugging Face,
2023b). Therefore, we evaluate our MLM mod-
els using the well-designed metric for the MLMs,
the Pseudo-Perplexity (PPPL) metric, which is pro-
posed by Salazar et al. (2020), to intrinsically mea-
sure how well MLMs model a corpus of sentences.
We find that the calculations of the PPPL are sus-
ceptible to the length of the sentences, and to ensure
accurate measurements, we randomly choose 500
sentences with character lengths between 400 and
500 from each Arabic Wikipedia edition.

C.1 Impact of Template-based Translation

We calculate the PPPL scores for each MLM model,
and in Table 12, we show the PPPL scores. We
can see that the Arabic MLM (arRoBERTaBASE)
model, which has been trained on the Arabic
Wikipedia edition, scores the best (the lower the
PPPL score, the better the MLM model) with
a PPPL score of 23.70, then the Egyptian Ara-
bic MLM (arzRoBERTaBASE) model with a PPPL
score of 115.80, and lastly, the Moroccan Arabic
MLM (aryRoBERTaBASE) model with a very large
PPPL score of 5,379.89. We attribute the high
PPPL score of the aryRoBERTaBASE model to its
very small training corpora (less than 6,500 arti-

cles) compared to the Arabic and Egyptian Arabic
corpora. Still, we can also see a significant differ-
ence between the Arabic and the Egyptian Arabic
MLMs’ PPPL scores, indicating that even with a
great number of articles, the documented template-
based translation activity in the Egyptian Arabic
Wikipedia edition seems to affect the performance
of its MLM model.

MLM MODEL SAMPLES PSEUDO-PERPLEXITY
arRoBERTaBASE 500 23.70
arzRoBERTaBASE 500 115.80
aryRoBERTaBASE 500 5,379.89

Table 12: Pseudo-Perplexity scores of all the Arabic
Wikipedia editions’ MLM models.

C.2 Impact of Bot-based Generation
We evaluate our two MLM models
(arRoBERTaBASE and aryRoBERTaBASE)
that have been trained on Arabic Wikipedia and
Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia editions’ corpora
after excluding bot-generated articles using
the PPPL metric. Table 13 displays that the
PPPL measurements for the Arabic MML model
(arRoBERTaBASE) when trained once on corpora
include bots activities, and trained another on
corpora exclude bots activities. We can see that
the Arabic MML model (arRoBERTaBASE) trained
on no bot-generated articles scores better than
the Arabic MLM model trained on bot-generated
articles (20.41 and 23.70, respectively). Whereas
in the case of the Moroccan Arabic MLM model
(aryRoBERTaBASE), we have opposite results, and
we attribute that to removing the bot-generated
articles from its corpora, making it even smaller.

MLM MODEL CORPORA SAMPLES PSEUDO-PERPLEXITY

arRoBERTaBASE
With bots 500 23.70
No bots 20.41

aryRoBERTaBASE
With bots 500 5,379.89
No bots 5,686.44

Table 13: Pseudo-Perplexity scores of the Arabic
Wikipedia and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia MLM mod-
els before and after excluding the bot-generated articles.


